Cadre Fireblade: Puretide Engram Neurochip 42

Commander in XV8 Crisis Battlesuit: 4 × cyclic ion blaster 144

5 Strikers: Fire Warrior Shas'ui (markerlight) 38

5 Strikers 35

12 Kroot 60

8 Tactical Drones: 8 × MV4 Shield Drone 80

XV109 Y'vahra Battlesuit: advanced targeting system; early warning override 417

5 Pathfinders: 5 × pulse carbine & markerlight 40

• Support Drones: MV33 Grav-Inhibitor Drone 8

XV88 Broadside Battlesuits

• Broadside Shas’vre: 2 high-yield missile pods; 2 smart missile systems; seeker missile; advanced targeting system 157

• Broadside Shas’ui: 2 high-yield missile pods; 2 smart missile systems; seeker missile; advanced targeting system 157

• Broadside Shas’ui: 2 high-yield missile pods; 2 smart missile systems; seeker missile; advanced targeting system 157

• 2 Tactical Drones: 2 × MV4 Shield Drone 20

TX7 Hammerhead Gunship: ion cannon; 2 smart missile systems; 2 × seeker missile 175

TX7 Hammerhead Gunship: ion cannon; 2 smart missile systems; 2 × seeker missile 175

Allied T'au Empire- farsight enclaves

Commander in XV86 Coldstar Battlesuit: burst cannon; shield generator; Fusion Blades; Hero of the Enclaves 148

Cadre Fireblade 42

5 Breachers 35

5 Breachers 35

5 Breachers 35

2,000 points